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A: If the lines are always in separate files then you can read them in with import re and use the i=re.match.compile('diff('([^')]+') command to look for that line in each file. Then you can repeat the process with print(' '.join(map(lambda x: i.search(x), open(b).readlines()))) to print the corresponding line number for each file. Then we just need to find the # we
want to print out the line number if print_out == 'N': print(i.search(x).group(0)) command. Q: Capture Page on app close in Android Can any one tell me how can we capture the activity on closing the application in android. I want to capture the page that was loaded when the user open the app and closed the app. If the user open the app, the page that
was open in the first will be available in the app. A: Use onStop() @Override protected void onStop() { // TODO Auto-generated method stub super.onStop(); Intent intent = getIntent(); String url = intent.getStringExtra("url"); //do something with url } Hey there! In this article, we will be talking about the best PS4 controllers of 2018 (so far) and why you
should buy them. PS4 controllers are the most advanced gaming controllers in the market today. It is because the popular PS4 is equipped with a highly advanced hardware, and therefore, developers have to put in a lot of effort into developing games for this system. In that sense, the most noticeable difference between PS4 and Xbox One controllers is
the customizability and variety of the options. But are all those options as good and valuable as they seem? Let’s dive in to find out more about the best PS4 controllers of 2018 (so far)! PlayStation VR Controllers The controllers of the new PlayStation VR are created in collaboration with NOXX. They are the only controller that completely works with the
PS4 and the PS4 VR for the first time. And don’t worry! No need to
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